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Introduction

• The issue: one of authorship
• The question: Did the accused write the denied texts or not?
• The approach: a combination of stylistic and stylometric analysis, as 

implemented by Kotzé in State v Kerr Hoho (Kotzé & Bezuidenhout, 
2007; Kotzé, 2010).

• The purpose: demonstrating how DH methodology can supports the 
validation of authorship verification methodology



Forensic Linguistics concerns: 

Broadly:
• -the written language of the law; i.e. the meaning of legislation and legal 

jargon)
• -spoken interaction in legal contexts; in terms of legal processes, such as 

having your rights read to you upon being arrested; implementing fair 
language policies etc)

• -language as evidence; the linguist as an expert presents evidence on 
questions about language use, e.g. for the purpose of authorship 
comparrison

The narrow definition restricts the discipline to language as evidence alone 
(Coulthard & Johnson, 2010)



The nature of authorship verification

• "Even within a single genre, textual features that work well to 
differentiate author A from a set of peers, might fail to separate 
author B from the same set of peers. Due to the many idiosyncracies
that occur in an individual’s writing style, this makes it challenging to 
develop systems that can be robustly scaled across many different 
individuals. Modeling authorial writing style requires bespoke models 
that are tailored to the characteristics of a single author or a specific 
set of authors" (Kestemont et al., 2021)



Forensic Linguist as expert witness

• The expert witness must be called to give evidence on matters calling for 
specialised skill or knowledge.

•  The expertise of the witness should not be overstated to such an extent that 
the court's own capabilities and responsibilities are disregarded.

•  The witness must be a qualified expert with sufficient skill or expertise.
•  The facts upon which the expert opinion is based must be proved by 

admissible evidence and must not be based on hypothetical scenarios.
•  The guidance offered by the expert must be sufficiently relevant to the 

matter in issue which is to be determined by the court.
•  Opinion evidence must not usurp the function of the court. A witness 

should not be permitted to give an opinion on legal matters and must not be 
called to answer questions which the court has to decide – this is sometimes 
referred to as “the ultimate issue”- doctrine.



Research question

• How can the (applied) linguist present forensic evidence that is 
sound, fair and based on the valid measurement of idiolectal
idiosyncracies?








Points of departure

1. Forensic linguistics is heavily linguistically oriented but is closely 
related to Law and legal practice.

2. Like DH, Forensic linguistics is essentially interdisciplinary
3. Unlike DH, Forensic Linguistics is a field of enquiry. From my 

perspective DH is a methodological commons.



Figure 1: An intellectual and disciplinary map of humanities computing (Willard McCarty and Harold Short, via 
the HUMANIST discussion group. 2006. Alliance of Digital Humanities Organizations).



A perspective on Digital Humanities

“Since approximately 1990, a wide range of computational technologies which 
previously went their separate ways started to cohere into a community of 
practices, with changing names: Computing in the Humanities, Humanities 
Computing,  and most recently Digital Humanities or DH. As a consequence, many 
who worked in fields as diverse as computational linguistics, natural language 
technologies, computational lexicology, concordancing for theology or law, 
computational musicology and electronicmusic, digital   media production and 
archiving, documentary linguistics and ethnology, found themselves under this new 
umbrella. The domains of investigation of DH are extremely heterogeneous,and the 
methodologies are many, but the different domains have a family resemblance in 
terms of the methods applied to different domains. In numerous lectures, Harold 
Short has termed this criterion for coherence ‘metamethodology’ within a 
‘Methodological Commons’. In the present contribution, the shared goals of Digital 
Humanities are seen as the use of computational technologies with formal 
numerical and structural models to document, archive and describe fields which 
have traditionally used hermeneutic, interpretative methods.” ( Gobbin, 2019)



Points of departure (continued)

4. Authorship attribution is a text-based task.
5. Authorship verification is never a simple task.
6. The notion of an idiolect informs authorship verification tasks.

"much of the research in present-day computational authorship 
identification is implicitly underpinned by a basic assumption that could be 
summarized as the “Stylome Hypothesis”. This hypothesis, seminally formulated by 
van Halteren et al. [1], states that all writing individuals would leave a unique 
stylistic and linguistic “fingerprint” in their work, i.e., a set of stable empirical 
characteristics that can be extracted from and identified in a large-enough writing 
sample. In the analogy of the human genome, the assumption is that this 
fingerprint is a sufficient means to identifying the author of any given writing 
sample, provided it is long enough. The Stylome Hypothesis is an attractive working 
hypothesis, but remains hard to demonstrate, let alone prove“ (Kestemont et al., 
2021).



Lakoff vs Fitzgerald on idiolectal co-selection

Lakoff singled out 12 words and phrases for particular criticism, on the 
grounds that they were items that could be expected to occur in any 
text that, like these two, was arguing a case – at any rate, clearly, 
gotten, in practice, moreover, more or less, on the other hand, 
presumably, propaganda, thereabouts, and words derived from the 
roots argu* and propos*. 
-3 million documents 
-69 documents 

(Coulthard & Johnson, 2010:162-163)



Point of departure (continued)

• 7. The duty of the forensic linguist in forensic investigation is to "see what 
might not be evident to the naked eye" (Correa, 2013:7)

[L]inguists know what to listen for in a conversation [or look for in texts]. 
They listen for topic initiations, topic recycling, response strategies, 
interruption patterns, intonation markers, pause lengths, speech event 
structure, speech acts, inferencing, ambiguity resolution, transcript accuracy, 
and many other things. Scientific training enables linguists to categorize 
structures that are alike and to compare or contrast structures that are not. 
Linguists understand the significance of context in the search for meaning in 
a conversation and are unwilling to agree with interpretations wrenched 
from context by either the prosecution or the defense (Shuy, 1993, p. xviii). 



Points of departure (continued)

8. DH offers a methodological commons that has the potential of  
expanding the forensic linguistic toolbox, of amplifying linguistic 
exploration, description and analysis.

9. The use of various tools can increase reliability and validity of 
authorship verification methods

• Language test developers collect evidence to support claims of validity in the 
form of:

• -complex quantitative (reliability coefficients; factor analysis; multi-faceted Rasch
measurement)

• - and qualitative data (expert opinion, discourse and conversation analysis, observation 
and verbal protocol analysis – cf. Lazaraton & Taylor, 2007) 



Case Study: Authorship Verification

• Kotzé in State v Kerr Hoho ( Kotzé & Bezuidenhout, 2007; Kotzé, 2010)
• Validation
• Demonstration of DH



The facts

• "ADMIT": the baseline data set containing a set of emails exchanged 
between the accused and a legal practitioners. I was given to 
understand that these texts were written by the author, without any 
doubt and this set therefore formed the basis of comparison with the 
second set. 

• "DENIED": the comparative data set, containing a series of blog 
inscriptions, suspected to have been produced by the accused. 
However, the suspected author denies having written these blog 
publications.

• 3 subsets of texts written in similar vein on the same topic, but in the 
form of either informal or more formal newspaper articles.



Data
Current Research

Case #1: Defamation
• Admit (3614 words) vs Denied (5674 words)

• Subset 1) 1 8296 words; 
• Subset 2) 2178 words; 
• Subset 3) 3 x Various Authors individually 

comprise fewer than 1000 words per 
text. 

• Methodological components
• Stylometric analysis (quantitative)
• Stylistic analysis (qualitative)

Comparative Research   (cf. Kotzé, 2010)

Father Punch: Defamation

• Memoranda (5 482 words) 
• 11 chronicles (25 431 words)

• Methodological components
• Stylometric analysis (quantitative)
• Stylistic analysis (qualitative)



The question Case #1: 
Did the accused write DENIED & Subsets 1-3?

For the analyses, I departed from the following general hypothesis:
• H1: The contested documents (DENIED; Sub-sets 1-3) display a 

variety of linguistic similarities rather than differences with the 
uncontested or ADMIT documents, suggesting that these texts are 
likely to have been written by the same author;

• H0: The contested documents (DENIED; Sub-sets 1-3) do not 
display a variety of linguistic similarities rather than differences 
with the ADMIT documents, suggesting that these texts are less 
likely to have been written by the same person. 

As point of departure, I aimed to explore whether the null-
hypothesis could easily be accepted. If not, this would suggest that 
H1 to be more plausible. 



Case #1 Stylometric Analysis

Instrument
• Wordsmith Tools (6.0) Word list, Keyword and Concordance function

Findings:
• Overall, the results suggest that it is highly unlikely that different authors 

composed the documents in question. 
• Interpreted in consideration of constraints such as text length and genre restrictions
• Results for some individual documents contained in the Sub-sets 2 and 3 set offer 

some contestable evidence in this regard. 

• Further investigation is required in the form of stylistic consideration.



Sub-set 1

Sub-set 2

Sub-set 3

Denied



Stylometric Results

Based on the results, there is:
• Strong evidence of shared authorship between document sets 

Admit and Denied set.
• overall keyness average and mean of 1,27 and 1,4 respectively; 
• a grammatical keyness average and of -1,14 (based on 27 itmes) and -0,99 

(based on 23 items). 
• The average of the 10 midrange grammatical keywords of -0,05 provides 

additional statistical support 

Therefore, stylometric results suggest refuting H0.



Stylometric Results

• strong evidence that the document set Sub-set 1 was authored by 
the same person who compiled the Admit-set.

• Fair to strong evidence that the document set Sub-set 2 was 
authored by the same person who compiled the Admit-set.  *contains a 
number of shorter texts

• Fair evidence that the document set Sub-set 3 was authored by 
the same person who compiled the Admit-set. *subject to genre restrictions

Therefore, stylometric results overall do not support H0.



Digital tool: Stylo

Subset 2

Subset 3

Subset 1



Stylistic Analysis with digital tool Atlas.ti
Instruments
• Data were annotated using computer software Atlas.ti (8.0)



Word cloud



Intercoder mode



Open Network



Stylistic enquiry

• Systematic deductive analysis of the uncontested documents, followed by an 
inductive description of the contested samples.

• UCREL Log-Likelihood and Effect-Size Calculator to investigate whether 
statistically significant differences were evident between the most prominent 
features identified during the error analysis and stylistic analysis.

Findings
• The language used across samples is complex. 
• Style is generally formal to very formal, regardless of the genre of the document. 
• The author/s appear to be well-educated and highly proficient in English. 
• Various instances across suspect sets display similar errors;

• Specific combination of tense and aspect errors as well as and syntactic punctuation choices
• errors are characteristic of second language speakers of English



a. Tense and aspectual 
preferences and errors

(i) Please allow me to explain the purpose behind my earlier communication 
as well as the generous offer extended to you to settle the subject matter 
before it is going to court.                                                                                                     
(ii)   as a result of the intentional criminal actions by [NAME] and [NAME] 
requires that the matter being taken to the High Courts of South Africa…      

(i)               Media24, the [NAME] open letter has been served at your corporate 
offices more than 3 months ago.                                                                                                           
(ii) The appointment of the [NAME] security division to recover more than $120 
million on behalf of 233 members of [NAME] has been confirmed yesterday by 
[NAME]

b. Subject-verb 
agreement errors

…here is very good reasons to amend these dates (i)  You, [NAME], has indicated …                                                                                                                    

c. Sentence complexity: 
marked word order and 
semantic relation

 (i) It will neither be expected from [NAME] to manage a fund (i) The emergency funding commitment by the [NAME] members in terms of the 
"XXX Project" is strictly 

d. Sentence complexity: 
complex subordination 
and omission of syntactic 
punctuation markers (i.e. 
run-on sentences)

(i)   The serious nature of the defamation involving several international legal 
persons and I as well as the resulting financial losses incurred by myself as a 
result of the intentional criminal actions by [NAME] and [NAME] requires 
that the matter being taken to the High Courts of South Africa, which 
ultimately would have disastrous consequences for both [NAME] and 
[NAME].

(i)    To my utmost shock and surprise the quest was one of the detectives I was 
working with and he came to sell a 20 carat diamond he stole from a raid and at the 
same time he warned them about me.                                                                                    
(ii) You, [NAME], has indicated to the media and South African farmers that[NAME] 
can and will not support the $70million [NAME] Project because the [NAME] 
organization refuses to submit to [NAME] its private audited financial statements, 
banking details, names of auditors, names of the [NAME] Board of Executives and 
other detailed corporate information on the GABM organization. 

e. Sentence structure 
and clausal 
subordination: relational 
clauses with which; as 
well as and that.

(i)  This particular letter entails two aspects, which approval in our opinion is 
merely academic [comma omission ] but we need that nonetheless.                                                                      
(ii)  There is also no legal framework that governs virtual currencies in SA, 
[comma used here to signal parenthesis, but the parenthesis is not closed]  
and for your information the [NAME] has published "[NAME] Position Paper 
on Virtual Currencies", which indicate that transactions are not regulated by 
the SARB and thus do not need to obtain [NAME] approval.                                           
(iii)               …and media releases which would inform non [NAME] members 
as well as members of other agricultural unions about the subject matter.                                         

(i)  [NAME]'s vision has always been to establish his own private investment group 
that is very exclusive and lucrative, which subscribes to the highest standards of 
international corporate governance practices and ethical business practices others 
can only aspire to.                                                                                                                                                                               
(ii)  The incident was reported in the media, which resulted in a huge affair at the 
police headquarters.                                                                                                                                           
(iii) At the same time the world economy is still in dire straits which [non-restrictive; 
grammatically incorrect} make it even more difficult for developing countries like 
South Africa to respond to the plight from commercial farmers to access disaster 
funding;                                                                                                                                        
(iv) Commercial farmers that wish to apply for emergency funding are required:

Syntax
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		4.1.1 Syntax

		a). Tense and aspectual preferences and errors		Both corpora display syntactic formulation where different tenses are intertwined. So not only is the wrong tense used, but the verbal form is, for example, constructed from the present perfect tense (e.g. has lived) or present progressive form (has been living), combined irregularly with the past verb form (e.g. has been living) resulting in a marked form such as has been lived.		Please allow me to explain the purpose behind my earlier communication as well as the generous offer extended to you to settle the subject matter before it is going to court. (ii)   as a result of the intentional criminal actions by [NAME] and [NAME] requires that the matter being taken to the High Courts of South Africa…		(i)               Media24, the [NAME] open letter has been served at your corporate offices more than 3 months ago.

		b. Subject-verb agreement errors		A Variety of Subject-verb agreement errors are evident in both samples		…here is very good reasons to amend these dates		(i)               You, NAME, has indicated… (ii) The appointment of the Callister International corporate security division to recover more than $120 million on behalf of 233 members of Global Association of Billionaires and Millionaires (GABM) has been confirmed yesterday by Tony Velazquez.

		c. Sentence complexity: marked word order and semantic relation		The sentence complexity in both corpora is reminiscent of legal jargon, as is the preference for passive constructions with various instances of inverted word order to emphasise the actor, the addressee or responsible party.  In addition, linking devices or hedges such as therefore and however are often placed after the agent or the topic of the sentence, as opposed to the starting position. For example, the author writes We further confirm rather than Further, we confirm. Furthermore, adverbs often precede the verb and adjectives the noun, as in have been deliberately misled and tricked, rather than have been misled and tricked deliberately. These preferences add informative and cognitive load in interpreting the sentences and add to sentence complexity, particularly at a functional level because these choices give more information about relations between content vocabulary.		 It will neither be expected from [NAME] to manage a fund		(i) The said financial instruments have since been blacklisted by the [NAME] members (ii) A. The emergency funding commitment by the GABM members in terms of the "SA Drought Relief Project" is strictly 				I also compared the frequencies of instances in the texts where linking devices were used following the subject of the sentence, as in He then as opposed to before the main subject and as linking device as in Then he…/ Then, he…; and Mark Paulsmeier however…. rather than However, Mark Paulsmeier…  

		d. Sentence complexity: complex subordination and omission of syntactic punctuation markers (i.e. run-on sentences)		Another characteristics contributing to sentence complexity of the author in the uncontested documents is the preference to include subordinate clauses – even multiple ones - in a single sentence (i.e. compound complex sentences) in conjunction with the omission of syntactic punctuation markers. This often results in what is more commonly referred to as run-on sentences.  This affects both punctuation (discussed below) and clausal/phrasal relations. In these examples extracted for illustrative purposes, the use of a comma would be a less marked alternative because the omission thereof requires further cognitive effort on the part of the reader. These include (but are not limited to) commas omitted to signal a joint clause (Admit (i) as well as) and/or an embedded clause or phrase (Admit (i), as a result of the intentional criminal actions; Denied (ii) to my utmost shock and surprise; and (iii) To date more than; and besides one candidate all of the other candidates are no proud).:		(i)               The serious nature of the defamation involving several international legal persons and I as well as the resulting financial losses incurred by myself as a result of the intentional criminal actions by Agri SA and Christo van der Rheede requires that the matter being taken to the High Courts of South Africa, which ultimately would have disastrous consequences for both Agri SA and Christo van der Rheede.		(i)               To my utmost shock and surprise the quest was one of the detectives I was working with and he came to sell a 20 carat diamond he stole from a raid and at the same time he warned them about me.				I used the log-Likelihood and effect size calculator, developed by Lancaster University for the purpose of corpus analyses to compare the frequencies and the results are displayed in Table 1 below. Like chi-square, log-likelihood is used to establish whether there is a statistically significant difference between groups. Log-likelihood is, in some cases, more appropriate when analysing corpus data, especially when data sets are not very large.

		e. Sentence structure and clausal subordination: relational clauses with which; as well as and that.		Restrictive clauses define the meaning of nouns or noun phrases. In such cases, the clause is essential to the interpretation of the sentence and is hence not signalled by a comma. If I say I would like some mayonnaise as well as tomtato sauce on my burger, I mean to emphasise mayonnaise and tomato sauce equally. When the word which or that introduces a non-restrictive clause and it is not introduced by a comma, the structuring is grammatically incorrect. This form of punctuation impacts intonation in relation to syntax. 
In considering choices such as these, it is important to remember that the aim of the stylistic analysis is to find similarities between texts or corpora. It is not the aim to find only errors. One has to consider that each language user has various options available to express a meaning and that even grammatically correct preferences may be characteristic of an author. What is noteworthy for the purpose of this investigation, is the consistent combination of choices exercised to communicate subordinate information (the use of ,which rather than alternatives), or to include the subordinate information in the main clause (grammatically incorrect) without punctuation markers to signal the clausal relation. Such linguistic choices tend to be subconscious to the extent that authors do not realise that they exert a certain preference. In consideration of the items which, that and as well as, similar tendencies are evident across the samples. These are exemplified below.
		(i)               This particular letter entails two aspects, which approval in our opinion is merely academic [comma omission] but we need that nonetheless.		(i)               Mark Paulsmeier's vision has always been to establish his own private investment group that is very exclusive and lucrative, which subscribes to the highest standards of international corporate governance practices and ethical business practices others can only aspire to.

		4.1.2 Punctuation and Orthography

		a) Punctuation and orthographical preferences		Intonation is expressed through punctuation. An author may, for instance, choose to use punctuation and/or orthographic features to express emotion. i. the use of all capital letters, e.g. in headings, openings of letters and emails; or to draw attention; 
ii. the use of exclamation marks to express anger and/or urgency;
iii. the use of inverted commas (i.e. quotation marks) to identify names, as opposed to italic print, for example;
iv. the use of headings, which creates white space on the page; 
v. the use of numbering and bulleted lists to structure information and improve the readability of densely written texts (lists are often introduced by a colon in mid-sentence)
		(i)            PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL ALL RIGHTS RESERVED ...   At the same time, both Agri SA and Christo van der Rheede need to take some responsibility for their actions!		(i)               The R1,5 billion GABM donation to the drought stricken farmers that was misappropriated MUST BE RETURNED!

		lists		In addition, the prominence of lists in both corpora is evident, along with the introduction of these lists with a colon, as well as the use of numbering (or, in some cases, the use of bullets) is a consistently executed feature employed in both corpora to structure the argument.		(i)               If you wish to provide me with official 'Settlement Letters', such should include the following undertakings: [followed by three points, numbered 1, 2 and 3]		(i)               In response to CamRey Associates' excellent open letter to Media24….they have apparently deliberately and intentionally published in terms of the $70 million GABM South African Drought Relief Project: [followed by three points, numbered i, ii and iii].

		b) Syntactical punctuation omission		Marked syntactic punctuation is strongly associated with syntactical preferences as discussed in 5.1.1.
In most of the sampled corpora, commas are often prominently omitted: with subordination of phrase and/or clauses (resulting in run-on sentences); to signal conjunctions with as well as and without (yet mostly included when which is used; introducing contrasting conjunctions with, e.g. with but or however; and with the use of the pronouns either…or/neither…nor. 
 either…or/neither…nor. 		(i)               This would be done by direct communication to Agri SA members, [comma use for listing] and media releases [comma omitted to signal subordination before determining pronoun 'which'] which would inform non Agri SA members [comma omission preceding 'as well as' to signal parenthesis] as well as members of other agricultural unions [omission of comma to close parenthesis] about the subject matter.		(i)               Why did you, Agri SA, [comma use for parenthesis] made the deliberate false and incorrect statement to a Beeld journalist which [comma omitted to open parenthesis and signal subordination] alleges the Investment SNG Global Dollar Bearer Bond financial instruments are different from other fiat currencies,[parenthesis closed] and that same cannot be exchanged to South African Rand [comma omitted to signal conditional] if it enters South Africa [comma omitted to show conjunction] as would be in the case with the US Dollar, British Pound [comma use for listing] or Euro currencies.

		1.1.3        Vocabulary, semantic and spelling preferences

		a)     Spelling preferences		All samples display a preference for American spelling versions, prioritising the –z form, rather than the British or South African standard –s form, e.g. in organization, as opposed to organisation; neighboring countries as opposed to neighbouring countries.
Spelling errors were not very prominent in any of samples. In the David Allen-sample, for example, the word cannot is written as two words: and as a responsible corporate citizen we can not continue conducting business with you.
Of particular interest, however, is the occurrence of a highly salient or marked phrase as hapax legomenon in three of the contested corpora, viz. Denied; David Allen and ASA18_Various Authors. In corpus linguistics, a hapax legomenon (or hapax) is a word or phrase expression that occurs only once within a context, such as the different samples under investigation. The hapax of interest is as opposed to and it occurs only once per sample. The verb appose means to place next to something; to place side by side. In comparison, the adjective oppose means to contrast. In considering the context of use in each sample, it is evident that as appose to carries the meaning of contrast.
 				 to the greater good as appose to personal interest above all (ii)  is making the $70 million donation as appose to the actual 233 GABM members

		A.    Vocabulary and semantic preferences: lexical choices		Both corpora display similarities in certain vocabulary choices, including that; as well as; and which (as illustrated in 5.1.2).
The word that is employed as a relative pronoun to introduce subordinating conjunctions or as determiner.
		(i) Admit (The first aspect entails the confirmation from the Ministry of Finance that [determiner]  confirms that [relative pronoun] the donations will be tax free to SA commercial farmers, and that [relative pronoun] CamRey Associates indeed are not required to obtain SARB approval to sell the investment SNG Global Dollar virtual currency Bearer Bonds to SA citizens.		(i) Denied: The Monarch Consortium partners however out-voted Mark in the decision that [relative pronoun] the Paulsmeier Inc Group should be based and operated from South Africa,

				The word that is employed as a relative pronoun to introduce subordinating conjunctions or as determiner.		(i)               …and media releases which would inform non Agri SA members as well as members of other agricultural unions about the subject matter.		(i)               and the SA Government accountable as well as demand the immediate distribution of the more than 1.5 billion South African Rand donated by GABM members.				In COCA, as well as occurs a total of 278,48 times per million words; and occurs 44309,66 times per million words; while in addition to occurs 70,85 times per million words and along with occurs 156,67 times per million words. This means that as well as is not a particularly marked choice, but is less frequently used than and. In comparison between the Admit and Denied corpora, no statistically significant effect size was found in the frequency with which as well as is used in each of the corpora.

		A.    Vocabulary and semantic preferences: Expressions		Other lexical choices include a preference for descriptive expressions that resemble legal doublets (e.g. 'null and void') in both corpora.		(i) …the said information and facts…
(ii) …publishing of the malicious, false and misleading…
		(i) …apparently deliberately and intentionally
(ii) …false allegations, alternative facts, fake news, defamatory statements, misleading information…
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		Syntax

		a. Tense and aspectual preferences and errors		(i) Please allow me to explain the purpose behind my earlier communication as well as the generous offer extended to you to settle the subject matter before it is going to court.                                                                                                     (ii)   as a result of the intentional criminal actions by [NAME] and [NAME] requires that the matter being taken to the High Courts of South Africa…      		(i)               Media24, the [NAME] open letter has been served at your corporate offices more than 3 months ago.                                                                                                           (ii) The appointment of the [NAME] security division to recover more than $120 million on behalf of 233 members of [NAME] has been confirmed yesterday by [NAME]

		b. Subject-verb agreement errors		…here is very good reasons to amend these dates		(i)  You, [NAME], has indicated…                                                                                                                    						 

		c. Sentence complexity: marked word order and semantic relation		 (i) It will neither be expected from [NAME] to manage a fund		(i) The emergency funding commitment by the [NAME] members in terms of the "XXX Project" is strictly 

		d. Sentence complexity: complex subordination and omission of syntactic punctuation markers (i.e. run-on sentences)		(i)   The serious nature of the defamation involving several international legal persons and I as well as the resulting financial losses incurred by myself as a result of the intentional criminal actions by [NAME] and [NAME] requires that the matter being taken to the High Courts of South Africa, which ultimately would have disastrous consequences for both [NAME] and [NAME].		(i)    To my utmost shock and surprise the quest was one of the detectives I was working with and he came to sell a 20 carat diamond he stole from a raid and at the same time he warned them about me.                                                                                    (ii) You, [NAME], has indicated to the media and South African farmers that[NAME] can and will not support the $70million [NAME] Project because the [NAME] organization refuses to submit to [NAME] its private audited financial statements, banking details, names of auditors, names of the [NAME] Board of Executives and other detailed corporate information on the GABM organization. 

		e. Sentence structure and clausal subordination: relational clauses with which; as well as and that.		(i)  This particular letter entails two aspects, which approval in our opinion is merely academic [comma omission] but we need that nonetheless.                                                                      (ii)  There is also no legal framework that governs virtual currencies in SA, [comma used here to signal parenthesis, but the parenthesis is not closed]  and for your information the [NAME] has published "[NAME] Position Paper on Virtual Currencies", which indicate that transactions are not regulated by the SARB and thus do not need to obtain [NAME] approval.                                           (iii)               …and media releases which would inform non [NAME] members as well as members of other agricultural unions about the subject matter.                                         
		(i)  [NAME]'s vision has always been to establish his own private investment group that is very exclusive and lucrative, which subscribes to the highest standards of international corporate governance practices and ethical business practices others can only aspire to.                                                                                                                                                                               (ii)  The incident was reported in the media, which resulted in a huge affair at the police headquarters.                                                                                                                                           (iii) At the same time the world economy is still in dire straits which [non-restrictive; grammatically incorrect} make it even more difficult for developing countries like South Africa to respond to the plight from commercial farmers to access disaster funding;                                                                                                                                        (iv) Commercial farmers that wish to apply for emergency funding are required:

		Punctuation and Orthography

		a) Punctuation and orthographical preferences:                                             i.  the use of all capital letters, e.g. in headings, openings of letters and emails; or to draw attention; 
ii. the use of exclamation marks to express anger and/or urgency;
iii. the use of inverted commas (i.e. quotation marks) to identify names, as opposed to italic print, for example;
iv. the use of headings, which creates white space on the page; 
v. the use of numbering and bulleted lists to structure information and improve the readability of densely written texts (lists are often introduced by a colon in mid-sentence)
		RE: DEFAMATION LAWSUIT- [NAME]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                                                                                        (ii) Something is seriously wrong here!
                                                                                                                                                                                                                       (iii) , and for your information the SARB has published "[NAME] Virtual Currencies", which indicate that transactions are not regulated
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     (iv) INTRODUCTION
SA Agri's actions to date:
                                                                                                                                                          (v) 1. The first aspect entails the…..                                                                            2. The second aspect entails the confirmation from the Ministry of Agriculture 
		(i) The R1,5 billion [NAME] donation to the drought stricken farmers that was misappropriated MUST BE RETURNED!                                                                                                                                                         (ii)   In response to [NAME] excellent open letter to [NAME]….they have apparently deliberately and intentionally published in terms of the $70 million [NAME] Project: [followed by three points, numbered i, ii and iii].                                                                                  (iii) The R1,5 billion GABM donation to the drought stricken farmers that was misappropriated MUST BE RETURNED!

(iv) "Secret Millionaire Project"
HISTORY OF THE G500 PRIVATE INVESTMENT GROUP 
PART 1: PORTUGUESE INVESTORS GROUP -1981 TO MARCH 1994
…
Preamble

(v) 
The objective of the diamonds sales were to:
- generate cash reserves
- the acquisition of properties in Europe
- the acquisition oi businesses in Europe
- fund various business deals.


		b) Syntactical punctuation omission		(i)  This would be done by direct communication to [NAME] members, [comma use for listing] and media releases [comma omitted to signal subordination before determining pronoun 'which'] which would inform non-[NAME] members [comma omission preceding 'as well as' to signal parenthesis] as well as members of other agricultural unions [omission of comma to close parenthesis] about the subject matter.		(i)   Why did you, [NAME], [comma use for parenthesis] made the deliberate false and incorrect statement to a Beeld journalist which [comma omitted to open parenthesis and signal subordination] alleges the [NAME] Bond financial instruments are different from other fiat currencies, [parenthesis closed] and that same cannot be exchanged to South African Rand [comma omitted to signal conditional] if it enters South Africa [comma omitted to show conjunction] as would be in the case with the US Dollar, British Pound [comma use for listing] or Euro currencies.

		Vocabulary, semantic and spelling preferences

		a)     Spelling preferences		N.A.		(i) to the greater good as appose to personal interest above all                                               (ii)  is making the $70 million donation as appose to the actual 233 GABM members (iii) : Russian investors for an amount of $50 million as appose to the real market value which should be in the range of $120 million.

		b.  Lexical choices		(i) The first aspect entails the confirmation from the Ministry of Finance that [determiner]  confirms that [relative pronoun] the donations will be tax free to SA commercial farmers, and that [relative pronoun] [NAME] indeed are not required to obtain [NAME] approval to sell the investment [NAME] virtual currency Bearer Bonds to SA citizens.                                                                  (ii)      …and media releases which would inform non [NAME] members as well as members of other agricultural unions about the subject matter.		(i) The Monarch Consortium partners however out-voted [NAME] in the decision that [relative pronoun] the [NAME] Inc should be based and operated from South Africa,                                                                                                                                      (ii)  and the SA Government accountable as well as demand the immediate distribution of the more than 1.5 billion South African Rand donated by [NAME] members.

		c.   Idiomatic Expressions		(i) …the said information and facts…
(ii) …publishing of the malicious, false and misleading…
		(i) …apparently deliberately and intentionally
(ii) …false allegations, alternative facts, fake news, defamatory statements, misleading information…










Statistical confirmation
Table 1 Summary of Log-Likelihood and Effect Size Results for the use of "which", "that" and "as well as" in the contested samples 

 

Sample
Log-likelihood 
(LL) (Effect 
size (ELL))

Significance; 
above 3,84

Log-likelihood 
(LL) (Effect size 
(ELL))

Significance; 
above 3,84

Log-likelihood 
(LL) (Effect size 
(ELL))

Significa
nce; 
above 
3,84

Log-
likelihood 
(LL) (Effect 
size (ELL))

Significa
nce; 
above 
3,84

Log-likelihood 
(LL) (Effect size 
(ELL))

Significa
nce; 
above 
3,84

non-restrictive 
relative clause: , 
which  0.03 (0.0000) no 1,57 (0.0005) no NA NA NA
non-restrictive 
relative clause:  [ 
]which 0.05 (0,00001) no 0.05 (0,0000) no NA NA NA

 restrictive reative 
clause: [ ] that 4,78 (0,00028)

yes, but very 
small effect 24,11 (0,00067)

highly significant 
difference, yet 
small effect size 0,15 (0,0002) no 3,09 (0,00062)no NA

restrictive relative 
clause: [  ] as well 
as 0,03 (0,0000) no 1,82 (0,0007) no NA NA NA

ASA_18 Various Authors
  

Authors ASA 43 Various AuthorsDennis Arnold David AllenSub-sample 1 Sub-sample 2 Sub-sample 3.1 Sub-sample 3.2 Sub-sample 3.3



a) Punctuation and 
orthographical 
preferences:                                             
i.  the use of all capital letters, 
e.g. in headings, openings of 
letters and emails; or to draw 
attention; 
ii. the use of exclamation marks 
to express anger and/or urgency;
iii. the use of inverted commas 
(i.e. quotation marks) to identify 
names, as opposed to italic print, 
for example;
iv. the use of headings, which 
creates white space on the page; 
v. the use of numbering and 
bulleted lists to structure 
information and improve the 
readability of densely written 
texts (lists are often introduced 
by a colon in mid-sentence)

RE: DEFAMATION LAWSUIT- [NAME]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
(ii) Something is seriously wrong here!
                                                                                                                                                                                                                       
(iii) , and for your information the SARB has published "[NAME] Virtual 
Currencies", which indicate that transactions are not regulated
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
(iv) INTRODUCTION
SA Agri's actions to date:
                                                                                                                                                          
(v) 1. The first aspect entails the…..                                                                            
2. The second aspect entails the confirmation from the Ministry of 
Agriculture 

(i) The R1,5 billion [NAME] donation to the drought stricken farmers that was 
misappropriated MUST BE RETURNED!                                                                                                                                                         
(ii)   In response to [NAME] excellent open letter to [NAME]….they have apparently 
deliberately and intentionally published in terms of the $70 million [NAME] Project: 
[followed by three points, numbered i, ii and iii].                                                                                  
(iii) The R1,5 billion GABM donation to the drought stricken farmers that was 
misappropriated MUST BE RETURNED!

(iv) "Secret Millionaire Project"
HISTORY OF THE G500 PRIVATE INVESTMENT GROUP 
PART 1: PORTUGUESE INVESTORS GROUP -1981 TO MARCH 1994
…
Preamble

(v) 
The objective of the diamonds sales were to:
- generate cash reserves
- the acquisition of properties in Europe
- the acquisition oi businesses in Europe
- fund various business deals.

b) Syntactical 
punctuation omission

(i)  This would be done by direct communication to [NAME] members, 
[comma use for listing ] and media releases [comma omitted to signal 
subordination before determining pronoun 'which' ] which would inform non-
[NAME] members [comma omission preceding 'as well as' to signal 
parenthesis ] as well as members of other agricultural unions [omission of 
comma to close parenthesis ] about the subject matter.

(i)   Why did you, [NAME], [comma use for parenthesis ] made the deliberate false 
and incorrect statement to a Beeld journalist which [comma omitted to open 
parenthesis and signal subordination ] alleges the [NAME] Bond financial 
instruments are different from other fiat currencies, [parenthesis closed ] and that 
same cannot be exchanged to South African Rand [comma omitted to signal 
conditiona l] if it enters South Africa [comma omitted to show conjunction ] as would 
be in the case with the US Dollar, British Pound [comma use for listing ] or Euro 
currencies.

Punctuation and Orthography


Sheet1

		4.1.1 Syntax

		a). Tense and aspectual preferences and errors		Both corpora display syntactic formulation where different tenses are intertwined. So not only is the wrong tense used, but the verbal form is, for example, constructed from the present perfect tense (e.g. has lived) or present progressive form (has been living), combined irregularly with the past verb form (e.g. has been living) resulting in a marked form such as has been lived.		Please allow me to explain the purpose behind my earlier communication as well as the generous offer extended to you to settle the subject matter before it is going to court. (ii)   as a result of the intentional criminal actions by [NAME] and [NAME] requires that the matter being taken to the High Courts of South Africa…		(i)               Media24, the [NAME] open letter has been served at your corporate offices more than 3 months ago.

		b. Subject-verb agreement errors		A Variety of Subject-verb agreement errors are evident in both samples		…here is very good reasons to amend these dates		(i)               You, NAME, has indicated… (ii) The appointment of the Callister International corporate security division to recover more than $120 million on behalf of 233 members of Global Association of Billionaires and Millionaires (GABM) has been confirmed yesterday by Tony Velazquez.

		c. Sentence complexity: marked word order and semantic relation		The sentence complexity in both corpora is reminiscent of legal jargon, as is the preference for passive constructions with various instances of inverted word order to emphasise the actor, the addressee or responsible party.  In addition, linking devices or hedges such as therefore and however are often placed after the agent or the topic of the sentence, as opposed to the starting position. For example, the author writes We further confirm rather than Further, we confirm. Furthermore, adverbs often precede the verb and adjectives the noun, as in have been deliberately misled and tricked, rather than have been misled and tricked deliberately. These preferences add informative and cognitive load in interpreting the sentences and add to sentence complexity, particularly at a functional level because these choices give more information about relations between content vocabulary.		 It will neither be expected from [NAME] to manage a fund		(i) The said financial instruments have since been blacklisted by the [NAME] members (ii) A. The emergency funding commitment by the GABM members in terms of the "SA Drought Relief Project" is strictly 				I also compared the frequencies of instances in the texts where linking devices were used following the subject of the sentence, as in He then as opposed to before the main subject and as linking device as in Then he…/ Then, he…; and Mark Paulsmeier however…. rather than However, Mark Paulsmeier…  

		d. Sentence complexity: complex subordination and omission of syntactic punctuation markers (i.e. run-on sentences)		Another characteristics contributing to sentence complexity of the author in the uncontested documents is the preference to include subordinate clauses – even multiple ones - in a single sentence (i.e. compound complex sentences) in conjunction with the omission of syntactic punctuation markers. This often results in what is more commonly referred to as run-on sentences.  This affects both punctuation (discussed below) and clausal/phrasal relations. In these examples extracted for illustrative purposes, the use of a comma would be a less marked alternative because the omission thereof requires further cognitive effort on the part of the reader. These include (but are not limited to) commas omitted to signal a joint clause (Admit (i) as well as) and/or an embedded clause or phrase (Admit (i), as a result of the intentional criminal actions; Denied (ii) to my utmost shock and surprise; and (iii) To date more than; and besides one candidate all of the other candidates are no proud).:		(i)               The serious nature of the defamation involving several international legal persons and I as well as the resulting financial losses incurred by myself as a result of the intentional criminal actions by Agri SA and Christo van der Rheede requires that the matter being taken to the High Courts of South Africa, which ultimately would have disastrous consequences for both Agri SA and Christo van der Rheede.		(i)               To my utmost shock and surprise the quest was one of the detectives I was working with and he came to sell a 20 carat diamond he stole from a raid and at the same time he warned them about me.				I used the log-Likelihood and effect size calculator, developed by Lancaster University for the purpose of corpus analyses to compare the frequencies and the results are displayed in Table 1 below. Like chi-square, log-likelihood is used to establish whether there is a statistically significant difference between groups. Log-likelihood is, in some cases, more appropriate when analysing corpus data, especially when data sets are not very large.

		e. Sentence structure and clausal subordination: relational clauses with which; as well as and that.		Restrictive clauses define the meaning of nouns or noun phrases. In such cases, the clause is essential to the interpretation of the sentence and is hence not signalled by a comma. If I say I would like some mayonnaise as well as tomtato sauce on my burger, I mean to emphasise mayonnaise and tomato sauce equally. When the word which or that introduces a non-restrictive clause and it is not introduced by a comma, the structuring is grammatically incorrect. This form of punctuation impacts intonation in relation to syntax. 
In considering choices such as these, it is important to remember that the aim of the stylistic analysis is to find similarities between texts or corpora. It is not the aim to find only errors. One has to consider that each language user has various options available to express a meaning and that even grammatically correct preferences may be characteristic of an author. What is noteworthy for the purpose of this investigation, is the consistent combination of choices exercised to communicate subordinate information (the use of ,which rather than alternatives), or to include the subordinate information in the main clause (grammatically incorrect) without punctuation markers to signal the clausal relation. Such linguistic choices tend to be subconscious to the extent that authors do not realise that they exert a certain preference. In consideration of the items which, that and as well as, similar tendencies are evident across the samples. These are exemplified below.
		(i)               This particular letter entails two aspects, which approval in our opinion is merely academic [comma omission] but we need that nonetheless.		(i)               Mark Paulsmeier's vision has always been to establish his own private investment group that is very exclusive and lucrative, which subscribes to the highest standards of international corporate governance practices and ethical business practices others can only aspire to.

		4.1.2 Punctuation and Orthography

		a) Punctuation and orthographical preferences		Intonation is expressed through punctuation. An author may, for instance, choose to use punctuation and/or orthographic features to express emotion. i. the use of all capital letters, e.g. in headings, openings of letters and emails; or to draw attention; 
ii. the use of exclamation marks to express anger and/or urgency;
iii. the use of inverted commas (i.e. quotation marks) to identify names, as opposed to italic print, for example;
iv. the use of headings, which creates white space on the page; 
v. the use of numbering and bulleted lists to structure information and improve the readability of densely written texts (lists are often introduced by a colon in mid-sentence)
		(i)            PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL ALL RIGHTS RESERVED ...   At the same time, both Agri SA and Christo van der Rheede need to take some responsibility for their actions!		(i)               The R1,5 billion GABM donation to the drought stricken farmers that was misappropriated MUST BE RETURNED!

		lists		In addition, the prominence of lists in both corpora is evident, along with the introduction of these lists with a colon, as well as the use of numbering (or, in some cases, the use of bullets) is a consistently executed feature employed in both corpora to structure the argument.		(i)               If you wish to provide me with official 'Settlement Letters', such should include the following undertakings: [followed by three points, numbered 1, 2 and 3]		(i)               In response to CamRey Associates' excellent open letter to Media24….they have apparently deliberately and intentionally published in terms of the $70 million GABM South African Drought Relief Project: [followed by three points, numbered i, ii and iii].

		b) Syntactical punctuation omission		Marked syntactic punctuation is strongly associated with syntactical preferences as discussed in 5.1.1.
In most of the sampled corpora, commas are often prominently omitted: with subordination of phrase and/or clauses (resulting in run-on sentences); to signal conjunctions with as well as and without (yet mostly included when which is used; introducing contrasting conjunctions with, e.g. with but or however; and with the use of the pronouns either…or/neither…nor. 
 either…or/neither…nor. 		(i)               This would be done by direct communication to Agri SA members, [comma use for listing] and media releases [comma omitted to signal subordination before determining pronoun 'which'] which would inform non Agri SA members [comma omission preceding 'as well as' to signal parenthesis] as well as members of other agricultural unions [omission of comma to close parenthesis] about the subject matter.		(i)               Why did you, Agri SA, [comma use for parenthesis] made the deliberate false and incorrect statement to a Beeld journalist which [comma omitted to open parenthesis and signal subordination] alleges the Investment SNG Global Dollar Bearer Bond financial instruments are different from other fiat currencies,[parenthesis closed] and that same cannot be exchanged to South African Rand [comma omitted to signal conditional] if it enters South Africa [comma omitted to show conjunction] as would be in the case with the US Dollar, British Pound [comma use for listing] or Euro currencies.

		1.1.3        Vocabulary, semantic and spelling preferences

		a)     Spelling preferences		All samples display a preference for American spelling versions, prioritising the –z form, rather than the British or South African standard –s form, e.g. in organization, as opposed to organisation; neighboring countries as opposed to neighbouring countries.
Spelling errors were not very prominent in any of samples. In the David Allen-sample, for example, the word cannot is written as two words: and as a responsible corporate citizen we can not continue conducting business with you.
Of particular interest, however, is the occurrence of a highly salient or marked phrase as hapax legomenon in three of the contested corpora, viz. Denied; David Allen and ASA18_Various Authors. In corpus linguistics, a hapax legomenon (or hapax) is a word or phrase expression that occurs only once within a context, such as the different samples under investigation. The hapax of interest is as opposed to and it occurs only once per sample. The verb appose means to place next to something; to place side by side. In comparison, the adjective oppose means to contrast. In considering the context of use in each sample, it is evident that as appose to carries the meaning of contrast.
 				 to the greater good as appose to personal interest above all (ii)  is making the $70 million donation as appose to the actual 233 GABM members

		A.    Vocabulary and semantic preferences: lexical choices		Both corpora display similarities in certain vocabulary choices, including that; as well as; and which (as illustrated in 5.1.2).
The word that is employed as a relative pronoun to introduce subordinating conjunctions or as determiner.
		(i) Admit (The first aspect entails the confirmation from the Ministry of Finance that [determiner]  confirms that [relative pronoun] the donations will be tax free to SA commercial farmers, and that [relative pronoun] CamRey Associates indeed are not required to obtain SARB approval to sell the investment SNG Global Dollar virtual currency Bearer Bonds to SA citizens.		(i) Denied: The Monarch Consortium partners however out-voted Mark in the decision that [relative pronoun] the Paulsmeier Inc Group should be based and operated from South Africa,

				The word that is employed as a relative pronoun to introduce subordinating conjunctions or as determiner.		(i)               …and media releases which would inform non Agri SA members as well as members of other agricultural unions about the subject matter.		(i)               and the SA Government accountable as well as demand the immediate distribution of the more than 1.5 billion South African Rand donated by GABM members.				In COCA, as well as occurs a total of 278,48 times per million words; and occurs 44309,66 times per million words; while in addition to occurs 70,85 times per million words and along with occurs 156,67 times per million words. This means that as well as is not a particularly marked choice, but is less frequently used than and. In comparison between the Admit and Denied corpora, no statistically significant effect size was found in the frequency with which as well as is used in each of the corpora.

		A.    Vocabulary and semantic preferences: Expressions		Other lexical choices include a preference for descriptive expressions that resemble legal doublets (e.g. 'null and void') in both corpora.		(i) …the said information and facts…
(ii) …publishing of the malicious, false and misleading…
		(i) …apparently deliberately and intentionally
(ii) …false allegations, alternative facts, fake news, defamatory statements, misleading information…






Sheet2

		Syntax

		a. Tense and aspectual preferences and errors		(i) Please allow me to explain the purpose behind my earlier communication as well as the generous offer extended to you to settle the subject matter before it is going to court.                                                                                                     (ii)   as a result of the intentional criminal actions by [NAME] and [NAME] requires that the matter being taken to the High Courts of South Africa…      		(i)               Media24, the [NAME] open letter has been served at your corporate offices more than 3 months ago.                                                                                                           (ii) The appointment of the [NAME] security division to recover more than $120 million on behalf of 233 members of [NAME] has been confirmed yesterday by [NAME]

		b. Subject-verb agreement errors		…here is very good reasons to amend these dates		(i)  You, [NAME], has indicated…                                                                                                                    						 

		c. Sentence complexity: marked word order and semantic relation		 (i) It will neither be expected from [NAME] to manage a fund		(i) The emergency funding commitment by the [NAME] members in terms of the "XXX Project" is strictly 

		d. Sentence complexity: complex subordination and omission of syntactic punctuation markers (i.e. run-on sentences)		(i)   The serious nature of the defamation involving several international legal persons and I as well as the resulting financial losses incurred by myself as a result of the intentional criminal actions by [NAME] and [NAME] requires that the matter being taken to the High Courts of South Africa, which ultimately would have disastrous consequences for both [NAME] and [NAME].		(i)    To my utmost shock and surprise the quest was one of the detectives I was working with and he came to sell a 20 carat diamond he stole from a raid and at the same time he warned them about me.                                                                                    (ii) You, [NAME], has indicated to the media and South African farmers that[NAME] can and will not support the $70million [NAME] Project because the [NAME] organization refuses to submit to [NAME] its private audited financial statements, banking details, names of auditors, names of the [NAME] Board of Executives and other detailed corporate information on the GABM organization. 

		e. Sentence structure and clausal subordination: relational clauses with which; as well as and that.		(i)  This particular letter entails two aspects, which approval in our opinion is merely academic [comma omission] but we need that nonetheless.                                                                      (ii)  There is also no legal framework that governs virtual currencies in SA, [comma used here to signal parenthesis, but the parenthesis is not closed]  and for your information the [NAME] has published "[NAME] Position Paper on Virtual Currencies", which indicate that transactions are not regulated by the SARB and thus do not need to obtain [NAME] approval.                                           (iii)               …and media releases which would inform non [NAME] members as well as members of other agricultural unions about the subject matter.                                         
		(i)  [NAME]'s vision has always been to establish his own private investment group that is very exclusive and lucrative, which subscribes to the highest standards of international corporate governance practices and ethical business practices others can only aspire to.                                                                                                                                                                               (ii)  The incident was reported in the media, which resulted in a huge affair at the police headquarters.                                                                                                                                           (iii) At the same time the world economy is still in dire straits which [non-restrictive; grammatically incorrect} make it even more difficult for developing countries like South Africa to respond to the plight from commercial farmers to access disaster funding;                                                                                                                                        (iv) Commercial farmers that wish to apply for emergency funding are required:

		Punctuation and Orthography

		a) Punctuation and orthographical preferences:                                             i.  the use of all capital letters, e.g. in headings, openings of letters and emails; or to draw attention; 
ii. the use of exclamation marks to express anger and/or urgency;
iii. the use of inverted commas (i.e. quotation marks) to identify names, as opposed to italic print, for example;
iv. the use of headings, which creates white space on the page; 
v. the use of numbering and bulleted lists to structure information and improve the readability of densely written texts (lists are often introduced by a colon in mid-sentence)
		RE: DEFAMATION LAWSUIT- [NAME]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                                                                                        (ii) Something is seriously wrong here!
                                                                                                                                                                                                                       (iii) , and for your information the SARB has published "[NAME] Virtual Currencies", which indicate that transactions are not regulated
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     (iv) INTRODUCTION
SA Agri's actions to date:
                                                                                                                                                          (v) 1. The first aspect entails the…..                                                                            2. The second aspect entails the confirmation from the Ministry of Agriculture 
		(i) The R1,5 billion [NAME] donation to the drought stricken farmers that was misappropriated MUST BE RETURNED!                                                                                                                                                         (ii)   In response to [NAME] excellent open letter to [NAME]….they have apparently deliberately and intentionally published in terms of the $70 million [NAME] Project: [followed by three points, numbered i, ii and iii].                                                                                  (iii) The R1,5 billion GABM donation to the drought stricken farmers that was misappropriated MUST BE RETURNED!

(iv) "Secret Millionaire Project"
HISTORY OF THE G500 PRIVATE INVESTMENT GROUP 
PART 1: PORTUGUESE INVESTORS GROUP -1981 TO MARCH 1994
…
Preamble

(v) 
The objective of the diamonds sales were to:
- generate cash reserves
- the acquisition of properties in Europe
- the acquisition oi businesses in Europe
- fund various business deals.


		b) Syntactical punctuation omission		(i)  This would be done by direct communication to [NAME] members, [comma use for listing] and media releases [comma omitted to signal subordination before determining pronoun 'which'] which would inform non-[NAME] members [comma omission preceding 'as well as' to signal parenthesis] as well as members of other agricultural unions [omission of comma to close parenthesis] about the subject matter.		(i)   Why did you, [NAME], [comma use for parenthesis] made the deliberate false and incorrect statement to a Beeld journalist which [comma omitted to open parenthesis and signal subordination] alleges the [NAME] Bond financial instruments are different from other fiat currencies, [parenthesis closed] and that same cannot be exchanged to South African Rand [comma omitted to signal conditional] if it enters South Africa [comma omitted to show conjunction] as would be in the case with the US Dollar, British Pound [comma use for listing] or Euro currencies.

		Vocabulary, semantic and spelling preferences

		a)     Spelling preferences		N.A.		(i) to the greater good as appose to personal interest above all                                               (ii)  is making the $70 million donation as appose to the actual 233 GABM members (iii) : Russian investors for an amount of $50 million as appose to the real market value which should be in the range of $120 million.

		b.  Lexical choices		(i) The first aspect entails the confirmation from the Ministry of Finance that [determiner]  confirms that [relative pronoun] the donations will be tax free to SA commercial farmers, and that [relative pronoun] [NAME] indeed are not required to obtain [NAME] approval to sell the investment [NAME] virtual currency Bearer Bonds to SA citizens.                                                                  (ii)      …and media releases which would inform non [NAME] members as well as members of other agricultural unions about the subject matter.		(i) The Monarch Consortium partners however out-voted [NAME] in the decision that [relative pronoun] the [NAME] Inc should be based and operated from South Africa,                                                                                                                                      (ii)  and the SA Government accountable as well as demand the immediate distribution of the more than 1.5 billion South African Rand donated by [NAME] members.

		c.   Idiomatic Expressions		(i) …the said information and facts…
(ii) …publishing of the malicious, false and misleading…
		(i) …apparently deliberately and intentionally
(ii) …false allegations, alternative facts, fake news, defamatory statements, misleading information…










a)     Spelling preferences N.A. (i) to the greater good as appose to personal interest above all                                               
(ii)  is making the $70 million donation as appose to the actual 233 GABM members 
(iii) : Russian investors for an amount of $50 million as appose to the real market 
value which should be in the range of $120 million.

b.  Lexical choices (i) The first aspect entails the confirmation from the Ministry of Finance that 
[determiner]  confirms that [relative pronoun] the donations will be tax free 
to SA commercial farmers, and that [relative pronoun] [NAME] indeed are 
not required to obtain [NAME] approval to sell the investment [NAME] 
virtual currency Bearer Bonds to SA citizens.                                                                  
(ii)      …and media releases which would inform non [NAME] members as 
well as members of other agricultural unions about the subject matter.

(i) The Monarch Consortium partners however out-voted [NAME] in the decision 
that [relative pronoun] the [NAME] Inc should be based and operated from South 
Africa,                                                                                                                                      
(ii)  and the SA Government accountable as well as demand the immediate 
distribution of the more than 1.5 billion South African Rand donated by [NAME] 
members.

c.   Idiomatic Expressions (i) …the said information and facts…
(ii) …publishing of the malicious, false and misleading…

(i) …apparently deliberately and intentionally
(ii) …false allegations, alternative facts, fake news, defamatory statements, 
misleading information…

Vocabulary, semantic and spelling preferences


Sheet1

		4.1.1 Syntax

		a). Tense and aspectual preferences and errors		Both corpora display syntactic formulation where different tenses are intertwined. So not only is the wrong tense used, but the verbal form is, for example, constructed from the present perfect tense (e.g. has lived) or present progressive form (has been living), combined irregularly with the past verb form (e.g. has been living) resulting in a marked form such as has been lived.		Please allow me to explain the purpose behind my earlier communication as well as the generous offer extended to you to settle the subject matter before it is going to court. (ii)   as a result of the intentional criminal actions by [NAME] and [NAME] requires that the matter being taken to the High Courts of South Africa…		(i)               Media24, the [NAME] open letter has been served at your corporate offices more than 3 months ago.

		b. Subject-verb agreement errors		A Variety of Subject-verb agreement errors are evident in both samples		…here is very good reasons to amend these dates		(i)               You, NAME, has indicated… (ii) The appointment of the Callister International corporate security division to recover more than $120 million on behalf of 233 members of Global Association of Billionaires and Millionaires (GABM) has been confirmed yesterday by Tony Velazquez.

		c. Sentence complexity: marked word order and semantic relation		The sentence complexity in both corpora is reminiscent of legal jargon, as is the preference for passive constructions with various instances of inverted word order to emphasise the actor, the addressee or responsible party.  In addition, linking devices or hedges such as therefore and however are often placed after the agent or the topic of the sentence, as opposed to the starting position. For example, the author writes We further confirm rather than Further, we confirm. Furthermore, adverbs often precede the verb and adjectives the noun, as in have been deliberately misled and tricked, rather than have been misled and tricked deliberately. These preferences add informative and cognitive load in interpreting the sentences and add to sentence complexity, particularly at a functional level because these choices give more information about relations between content vocabulary.		 It will neither be expected from [NAME] to manage a fund		(i) The said financial instruments have since been blacklisted by the [NAME] members (ii) A. The emergency funding commitment by the GABM members in terms of the "SA Drought Relief Project" is strictly 				I also compared the frequencies of instances in the texts where linking devices were used following the subject of the sentence, as in He then as opposed to before the main subject and as linking device as in Then he…/ Then, he…; and Mark Paulsmeier however…. rather than However, Mark Paulsmeier…  

		d. Sentence complexity: complex subordination and omission of syntactic punctuation markers (i.e. run-on sentences)		Another characteristics contributing to sentence complexity of the author in the uncontested documents is the preference to include subordinate clauses – even multiple ones - in a single sentence (i.e. compound complex sentences) in conjunction with the omission of syntactic punctuation markers. This often results in what is more commonly referred to as run-on sentences.  This affects both punctuation (discussed below) and clausal/phrasal relations. In these examples extracted for illustrative purposes, the use of a comma would be a less marked alternative because the omission thereof requires further cognitive effort on the part of the reader. These include (but are not limited to) commas omitted to signal a joint clause (Admit (i) as well as) and/or an embedded clause or phrase (Admit (i), as a result of the intentional criminal actions; Denied (ii) to my utmost shock and surprise; and (iii) To date more than; and besides one candidate all of the other candidates are no proud).:		(i)               The serious nature of the defamation involving several international legal persons and I as well as the resulting financial losses incurred by myself as a result of the intentional criminal actions by Agri SA and Christo van der Rheede requires that the matter being taken to the High Courts of South Africa, which ultimately would have disastrous consequences for both Agri SA and Christo van der Rheede.		(i)               To my utmost shock and surprise the quest was one of the detectives I was working with and he came to sell a 20 carat diamond he stole from a raid and at the same time he warned them about me.				I used the log-Likelihood and effect size calculator, developed by Lancaster University for the purpose of corpus analyses to compare the frequencies and the results are displayed in Table 1 below. Like chi-square, log-likelihood is used to establish whether there is a statistically significant difference between groups. Log-likelihood is, in some cases, more appropriate when analysing corpus data, especially when data sets are not very large.

		e. Sentence structure and clausal subordination: relational clauses with which; as well as and that.		Restrictive clauses define the meaning of nouns or noun phrases. In such cases, the clause is essential to the interpretation of the sentence and is hence not signalled by a comma. If I say I would like some mayonnaise as well as tomtato sauce on my burger, I mean to emphasise mayonnaise and tomato sauce equally. When the word which or that introduces a non-restrictive clause and it is not introduced by a comma, the structuring is grammatically incorrect. This form of punctuation impacts intonation in relation to syntax. 
In considering choices such as these, it is important to remember that the aim of the stylistic analysis is to find similarities between texts or corpora. It is not the aim to find only errors. One has to consider that each language user has various options available to express a meaning and that even grammatically correct preferences may be characteristic of an author. What is noteworthy for the purpose of this investigation, is the consistent combination of choices exercised to communicate subordinate information (the use of ,which rather than alternatives), or to include the subordinate information in the main clause (grammatically incorrect) without punctuation markers to signal the clausal relation. Such linguistic choices tend to be subconscious to the extent that authors do not realise that they exert a certain preference. In consideration of the items which, that and as well as, similar tendencies are evident across the samples. These are exemplified below.
		(i)               This particular letter entails two aspects, which approval in our opinion is merely academic [comma omission] but we need that nonetheless.		(i)               Mark Paulsmeier's vision has always been to establish his own private investment group that is very exclusive and lucrative, which subscribes to the highest standards of international corporate governance practices and ethical business practices others can only aspire to.

		4.1.2 Punctuation and Orthography

		a) Punctuation and orthographical preferences		Intonation is expressed through punctuation. An author may, for instance, choose to use punctuation and/or orthographic features to express emotion. i. the use of all capital letters, e.g. in headings, openings of letters and emails; or to draw attention; 
ii. the use of exclamation marks to express anger and/or urgency;
iii. the use of inverted commas (i.e. quotation marks) to identify names, as opposed to italic print, for example;
iv. the use of headings, which creates white space on the page; 
v. the use of numbering and bulleted lists to structure information and improve the readability of densely written texts (lists are often introduced by a colon in mid-sentence)
		(i)            PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL ALL RIGHTS RESERVED ...   At the same time, both Agri SA and Christo van der Rheede need to take some responsibility for their actions!		(i)               The R1,5 billion GABM donation to the drought stricken farmers that was misappropriated MUST BE RETURNED!

		lists		In addition, the prominence of lists in both corpora is evident, along with the introduction of these lists with a colon, as well as the use of numbering (or, in some cases, the use of bullets) is a consistently executed feature employed in both corpora to structure the argument.		(i)               If you wish to provide me with official 'Settlement Letters', such should include the following undertakings: [followed by three points, numbered 1, 2 and 3]		(i)               In response to CamRey Associates' excellent open letter to Media24….they have apparently deliberately and intentionally published in terms of the $70 million GABM South African Drought Relief Project: [followed by three points, numbered i, ii and iii].

		b) Syntactical punctuation omission		Marked syntactic punctuation is strongly associated with syntactical preferences as discussed in 5.1.1.
In most of the sampled corpora, commas are often prominently omitted: with subordination of phrase and/or clauses (resulting in run-on sentences); to signal conjunctions with as well as and without (yet mostly included when which is used; introducing contrasting conjunctions with, e.g. with but or however; and with the use of the pronouns either…or/neither…nor. 
 either…or/neither…nor. 		(i)               This would be done by direct communication to Agri SA members, [comma use for listing] and media releases [comma omitted to signal subordination before determining pronoun 'which'] which would inform non Agri SA members [comma omission preceding 'as well as' to signal parenthesis] as well as members of other agricultural unions [omission of comma to close parenthesis] about the subject matter.		(i)               Why did you, Agri SA, [comma use for parenthesis] made the deliberate false and incorrect statement to a Beeld journalist which [comma omitted to open parenthesis and signal subordination] alleges the Investment SNG Global Dollar Bearer Bond financial instruments are different from other fiat currencies,[parenthesis closed] and that same cannot be exchanged to South African Rand [comma omitted to signal conditional] if it enters South Africa [comma omitted to show conjunction] as would be in the case with the US Dollar, British Pound [comma use for listing] or Euro currencies.

		1.1.3        Vocabulary, semantic and spelling preferences

		a)     Spelling preferences		All samples display a preference for American spelling versions, prioritising the –z form, rather than the British or South African standard –s form, e.g. in organization, as opposed to organisation; neighboring countries as opposed to neighbouring countries.
Spelling errors were not very prominent in any of samples. In the David Allen-sample, for example, the word cannot is written as two words: and as a responsible corporate citizen we can not continue conducting business with you.
Of particular interest, however, is the occurrence of a highly salient or marked phrase as hapax legomenon in three of the contested corpora, viz. Denied; David Allen and ASA18_Various Authors. In corpus linguistics, a hapax legomenon (or hapax) is a word or phrase expression that occurs only once within a context, such as the different samples under investigation. The hapax of interest is as opposed to and it occurs only once per sample. The verb appose means to place next to something; to place side by side. In comparison, the adjective oppose means to contrast. In considering the context of use in each sample, it is evident that as appose to carries the meaning of contrast.
 				 to the greater good as appose to personal interest above all (ii)  is making the $70 million donation as appose to the actual 233 GABM members

		A.    Vocabulary and semantic preferences: lexical choices		Both corpora display similarities in certain vocabulary choices, including that; as well as; and which (as illustrated in 5.1.2).
The word that is employed as a relative pronoun to introduce subordinating conjunctions or as determiner.
		(i) Admit (The first aspect entails the confirmation from the Ministry of Finance that [determiner]  confirms that [relative pronoun] the donations will be tax free to SA commercial farmers, and that [relative pronoun] CamRey Associates indeed are not required to obtain SARB approval to sell the investment SNG Global Dollar virtual currency Bearer Bonds to SA citizens.		(i) Denied: The Monarch Consortium partners however out-voted Mark in the decision that [relative pronoun] the Paulsmeier Inc Group should be based and operated from South Africa,

				The word that is employed as a relative pronoun to introduce subordinating conjunctions or as determiner.		(i)               …and media releases which would inform non Agri SA members as well as members of other agricultural unions about the subject matter.		(i)               and the SA Government accountable as well as demand the immediate distribution of the more than 1.5 billion South African Rand donated by GABM members.				In COCA, as well as occurs a total of 278,48 times per million words; and occurs 44309,66 times per million words; while in addition to occurs 70,85 times per million words and along with occurs 156,67 times per million words. This means that as well as is not a particularly marked choice, but is less frequently used than and. In comparison between the Admit and Denied corpora, no statistically significant effect size was found in the frequency with which as well as is used in each of the corpora.

		A.    Vocabulary and semantic preferences: Expressions		Other lexical choices include a preference for descriptive expressions that resemble legal doublets (e.g. 'null and void') in both corpora.		(i) …the said information and facts…
(ii) …publishing of the malicious, false and misleading…
		(i) …apparently deliberately and intentionally
(ii) …false allegations, alternative facts, fake news, defamatory statements, misleading information…






Sheet2

		Syntax

		a. Tense and aspectual preferences and errors		(i) Please allow me to explain the purpose behind my earlier communication as well as the generous offer extended to you to settle the subject matter before it is going to court.                                                                                                     (ii)   as a result of the intentional criminal actions by [NAME] and [NAME] requires that the matter being taken to the High Courts of South Africa…      		(i)               Media24, the [NAME] open letter has been served at your corporate offices more than 3 months ago.                                                                                                           (ii) The appointment of the [NAME] security division to recover more than $120 million on behalf of 233 members of [NAME] has been confirmed yesterday by [NAME]

		b. Subject-verb agreement errors		…here is very good reasons to amend these dates		(i)  You, [NAME], has indicated…                                                                                                                    						 

		c. Sentence complexity: marked word order and semantic relation		 (i) It will neither be expected from [NAME] to manage a fund		(i) The emergency funding commitment by the [NAME] members in terms of the "XXX Project" is strictly 

		d. Sentence complexity: complex subordination and omission of syntactic punctuation markers (i.e. run-on sentences)		(i)   The serious nature of the defamation involving several international legal persons and I as well as the resulting financial losses incurred by myself as a result of the intentional criminal actions by [NAME] and [NAME] requires that the matter being taken to the High Courts of South Africa, which ultimately would have disastrous consequences for both [NAME] and [NAME].		(i)    To my utmost shock and surprise the quest was one of the detectives I was working with and he came to sell a 20 carat diamond he stole from a raid and at the same time he warned them about me.                                                                                    (ii) You, [NAME], has indicated to the media and South African farmers that[NAME] can and will not support the $70million [NAME] Project because the [NAME] organization refuses to submit to [NAME] its private audited financial statements, banking details, names of auditors, names of the [NAME] Board of Executives and other detailed corporate information on the GABM organization. 

		e. Sentence structure and clausal subordination: relational clauses with which; as well as and that.		(i)  This particular letter entails two aspects, which approval in our opinion is merely academic [comma omission] but we need that nonetheless.                                                                      (ii)  There is also no legal framework that governs virtual currencies in SA, [comma used here to signal parenthesis, but the parenthesis is not closed]  and for your information the [NAME] has published "[NAME] Position Paper on Virtual Currencies", which indicate that transactions are not regulated by the SARB and thus do not need to obtain [NAME] approval.                                           (iii)               …and media releases which would inform non [NAME] members as well as members of other agricultural unions about the subject matter.                                         
		(i)  [NAME]'s vision has always been to establish his own private investment group that is very exclusive and lucrative, which subscribes to the highest standards of international corporate governance practices and ethical business practices others can only aspire to.                                                                                                                                                                               (ii)  The incident was reported in the media, which resulted in a huge affair at the police headquarters.                                                                                                                                           (iii) At the same time the world economy is still in dire straits which [non-restrictive; grammatically incorrect} make it even more difficult for developing countries like South Africa to respond to the plight from commercial farmers to access disaster funding;                                                                                                                                        (iv) Commercial farmers that wish to apply for emergency funding are required:

		Punctuation and Orthography

		a) Punctuation and orthographical preferences:                                             i.  the use of all capital letters, e.g. in headings, openings of letters and emails; or to draw attention; 
ii. the use of exclamation marks to express anger and/or urgency;
iii. the use of inverted commas (i.e. quotation marks) to identify names, as opposed to italic print, for example;
iv. the use of headings, which creates white space on the page; 
v. the use of numbering and bulleted lists to structure information and improve the readability of densely written texts (lists are often introduced by a colon in mid-sentence)
		RE: DEFAMATION LAWSUIT- [NAME]                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
                                                                                                                                                                                                                        (ii) Something is seriously wrong here!
                                                                                                                                                                                                                       (iii) , and for your information the SARB has published "[NAME] Virtual Currencies", which indicate that transactions are not regulated
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     (iv) INTRODUCTION
SA Agri's actions to date:
                                                                                                                                                          (v) 1. The first aspect entails the…..                                                                            2. The second aspect entails the confirmation from the Ministry of Agriculture 
		(i) The R1,5 billion [NAME] donation to the drought stricken farmers that was misappropriated MUST BE RETURNED!                                                                                                                                                         (ii)   In response to [NAME] excellent open letter to [NAME]….they have apparently deliberately and intentionally published in terms of the $70 million [NAME] Project: [followed by three points, numbered i, ii and iii].                                                                                  (iii) The R1,5 billion GABM donation to the drought stricken farmers that was misappropriated MUST BE RETURNED!

(iv) "Secret Millionaire Project"
HISTORY OF THE G500 PRIVATE INVESTMENT GROUP 
PART 1: PORTUGUESE INVESTORS GROUP -1981 TO MARCH 1994
…
Preamble

(v) 
The objective of the diamonds sales were to:
- generate cash reserves
- the acquisition of properties in Europe
- the acquisition oi businesses in Europe
- fund various business deals.


		b) Syntactical punctuation omission		(i)  This would be done by direct communication to [NAME] members, [comma use for listing] and media releases [comma omitted to signal subordination before determining pronoun 'which'] which would inform non-[NAME] members [comma omission preceding 'as well as' to signal parenthesis] as well as members of other agricultural unions [omission of comma to close parenthesis] about the subject matter.		(i)   Why did you, [NAME], [comma use for parenthesis] made the deliberate false and incorrect statement to a Beeld journalist which [comma omitted to open parenthesis and signal subordination] alleges the [NAME] Bond financial instruments are different from other fiat currencies, [parenthesis closed] and that same cannot be exchanged to South African Rand [comma omitted to signal conditional] if it enters South Africa [comma omitted to show conjunction] as would be in the case with the US Dollar, British Pound [comma use for listing] or Euro currencies.

		Vocabulary, semantic and spelling preferences

		a)     Spelling preferences		N.A.		(i) to the greater good as appose to personal interest above all                                               (ii)  is making the $70 million donation as appose to the actual 233 GABM members (iii) : Russian investors for an amount of $50 million as appose to the real market value which should be in the range of $120 million.

		b.  Lexical choices		(i) The first aspect entails the confirmation from the Ministry of Finance that [determiner]  confirms that [relative pronoun] the donations will be tax free to SA commercial farmers, and that [relative pronoun] [NAME] indeed are not required to obtain [NAME] approval to sell the investment [NAME] virtual currency Bearer Bonds to SA citizens.                                                                  (ii)      …and media releases which would inform non [NAME] members as well as members of other agricultural unions about the subject matter.		(i) The Monarch Consortium partners however out-voted [NAME] in the decision that [relative pronoun] the [NAME] Inc should be based and operated from South Africa,                                                                                                                                      (ii)  and the SA Government accountable as well as demand the immediate distribution of the more than 1.5 billion South African Rand donated by [NAME] members.

		c.   Idiomatic Expressions		(i) …the said information and facts…
(ii) …publishing of the malicious, false and misleading…
		(i) …apparently deliberately and intentionally
(ii) …false allegations, alternative facts, fake news, defamatory statements, misleading information…










Stylistic Conclusion

• Based on the stylistic analysis, H0 is refuted and so, H1 is supported.

• Ample evidence to support shared authorship across the sets.
• Little evidence to suggest that texts were produced by another author who is an 

L1 speaker of a specific variety of English.
• Rather, the combination of stylistic features evident across the samples support 

the notion of a shared author and most likely one who is not a native speaker of 
supposed variety of English.



The approach

A combination of stylistic and stylometric analysis and viewed from opposing 
perspectives as first implemented by Kotzé in State v Kerr Hoho (Kotzé & 
Bezuidenhout, 2007; Kotzé, 2010). 

“The combination of different approaches, and, in fact, opposite hypotheses, regarding the identification
of authorship on the basis of an attested source of data, must contribute to the principle of
scientific rigour underlying the credibility and acceptance of expert evidence submitted by linguists in court. 
The fact that the stylometric calculations are based on principles of statistical significance
which can be demonstrated in a transparent way in court, and that clear-cut correspondences
between the source text and those under investigation, linguistic and otherwise, can be identified
and serve as complementary evidence to corroborate the findings of the analyst, has contributed
to the recent acceptance of such evidence as valid and reliable before the High Court in South
Africa and the Council of a South African university. I believe that the application of the combined
approach to a wider range of text types should lead to an increasing refinement of this methodology
in future” ( Kotzé, 2010:194-195).



Validation of the approach
• Argument-based approach (Kane, 1989; 2012;  Kane & Wools, 2019)
• Various methodologies are  combined to collect data that motivates the use of 

these instruments to elicit relevant responses in authentic ways that simulate 
language processing as would be required to complete similar tasks in real life.



Validation in the context of Forensic 
Linguistics

Draws inferences 
about the likelihood 

that a suspect may or 
may not be verified as 

author

Interpretation has 
high-stakes 

consequences 

Instrument is 
valuable (or not) to 
address language-

related questions in 
forensic context

Questions arise in a 
high-stakes forensic 
context that relate 

to language and 
salience of  language 

use

Linguists employ 
instruments of 

measurement to 
collect data



How can DH contribute to FL/ FL contribute 
to DH?

• Facilitate
• Enrich
• Contribute the a robust argument for the validity of linguistic 

measurement



More to read

• Kestemont et al (2021) present an overview of cross-domain 
authorship verification tasks;

• Longhi (2020)  addresses the use of digital humanities and linguistics 
to help with terrorism investigations;

• Hunyadi, Arabi and Toth (2003) consider the contribution of Forensic 
lInguistics to Humaities Computing;

• Zamecnik and Lackova (2021) proposes a methodological basis for 
building digital humanities education on a Linguistic Background.



Concluding remarks

1.Validity is the most fundamental quality of 
measurement instruments in FL-context.

2.One size does not fit all 
3.Contextual considerations need to be taken into 

account:
1. Text length
2. Genre
3. Multiple authorship
4. Multilingual authors

4. The need for interdisciplinary exploration: DH, linguistics 
and law.



Invitation and thank you



Future research

• Continued validation is needed
• same data sets, different linguists
• different data sets; same methodology
• Refinement: use of log-likelihood calculator,  Atlas.ti & Stylo
• Database of authorship cases in South Africa

• Need for theoretical validation framework as point of reference in FL-context
• Kane’s (1992; 2010; 2011; 2016) conceptualization of a validation argument
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